Streakwave Promotional MetaGeek Bundles
Wi-Fi has revolutionized the way we work. People can get online from any location, stay connected via mobile
devices, and eliminate cables and wires. It’s magical and it’s awesome.

Find and see interference
Know where to put AP’s for best performance
See and record where issues arise
Analyze with simplicity
Measure and identify networks
Deploy accurately and easily
When Wi-Fi isn’t working, it’s a frustrating mystery. Users start complaining of dropped or slow signals and
dead zones. Important data isn’t being transferred. Pople can’t get their tasks done. The workplace grinds to a
halt. Wi-Fi is so awesome - it’s also invisible - this is why it’s so hard to fix without MetaGeek.
Wi-Spy and Chanalyzer were created to help you fix these Wi-Fi headaches . . . FAST! Choose the bundle that
best serves your deployment.

Special Promotion Bundles - Great Products That Work
1. BUN-CHAN-24 Chanalyzer + Wi-Spy 2.4x
2. BUN-CHAN-DB Chanalyzer + Wi-Spy DBx 2.4/5GHz
3. BUN-CHAN-RCDB Chanalyzer Bundle + Wi-Spy DBx 2.4/5GHz
4. BUN-CHAN-RDB Chanalyzer + Report Builder + Wi-Spy DBx
5. BUN-CHAN-RDB24 Chanalyzer + Wi-Spy DBx + Wi-Spy 2.4x

BUY NOW
BUY NOW
BUY NOW
BUY NOW
BUY NOW

See the invisible with Wi-Spy
If you can see it, you can fix it.
Wi-Spy is a custom USB spectrum analyzer designed specifically for
troubleshooting Wi-Fi issues. Unlike most Wi-Fi tools, Wi-Spy is able to
measure ALL R.F. signals, not just Wi-Fi traffic. With Wi-Spy DBx, you
can choose tools to measure R.F. signals in the 5 GHz band and the 2.4
GHz band!
By integrating the raw R.F. signal measurements from Wi-Spy with
standard information from your Wi-Fi radio, Chanalyzer creates a
complete picture of how Wi-Fi and non-Wi-Fi tranzmitters impact your
wireless networks, giving you the information you need to resolve the
issues affecting your users.

Quickly locate interference
Choose the best channel
Troubleshoot Spectrum Remotely
Document your results
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